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CONVEGO®
Card Bodies

W I T H G + D M O B I L E S E C U R I T Y,
Y O U R S U C C E S S I S A LW AY S I N T H E C A R D S
G+D Mobile Security is an industry leader supporting banks
with tried-and-true card products, associated software
solutions, and pioneering new ideas. Our well-rounded portfolio includes cards with a variety of special surfaces, effects,
technologies, materials, and form factors. They are designed
to differentiate your bank from competitors and build a unique
relationship between you and your clients.

With Convego® Factors, you can establish your cards as
memorable marketing tools that make you stand out from the
rest of the market. Let this brochure fuel your imagination and
give you an insight into the almost endless possibilities opened
up by our most advanced technologies. G+D Mobile Security
would be happy to assist you in creating and launching your new
line of unique, never-before-seen cards. Browse and be inspired!

CONVEGO® FACTORS Perspective
Real beauty is more than skin deep. Special printing techniques allow us to add three-dimensional effects to your cards
by placing design elements on different layers. This creates
a fascinating 3D effect and makes for unique cards that
stand out from the norm as much as their designs seem to stand
out from the surface.

LOOK
DEEPER

CONVEGO® FACTORS Metal Effect
Nothing feels more premium than a solid metal surface and a
shiny look. By layering metallic inks and foils, we can create
cards that mimic this attractive look while giving an impression
of depth wherever you want it. Your prints and designs
can either overlay the background or merge with it to create a
unique metallic look that highlights your logos and visuals.

A REFLECTION
OF QUALITY

CONVEGO® FACTORS Metal Effect
These cards are dazzling no matter how you look at them.
Fitted with a specially structured metallic foil that produces an
inherent holographic effect, they appear to change color with
every motion. Adding opaque prints or foils to this background
will make them pop off the surface of the card – perfect for
drawing attention to whatever you would like to emphasize.

BEAUTIFUL
AT E V E R Y A N G L E

CONVEGO® FACTORS Emphasis
Abracadabra: add a magical touch to your cards by using
sparkling, fluorescent, phosphorescent, thermochromic
or other optically variable inks and foils. Whether you want
your cards to change color, glow in the dark, or shimmer
in the light – we can create special effects that are unheard of
in generic cards.

A LONG-LASTING
EFFECT

CONVEGO® FACTORS Translucent
Transparency is one of the most important concepts in
banking. Why not extend it to your cards? These innovative
cards can be made to be semitransparent or completely
see-through depending on your wishes, and they support
three-dimensional effects that can add a sense of depth to
your logos and designs.

C L E A R LY D E F I N E
YOUR BRAND

CONVEGO® FACTORS Colored Edge
Even an industry as serious as banking can use a splash
of color, so provide your clients with cards that proudly display
their vibrant, fully colored edges to the world. These cards
have a solid core of vividly colored plastic that doesn’t just
appeal to younger audiences but also allows your clients to
recognize your card at the first glance into their wallet.

ALL THE COLORS
OF THE RAINBOW

CONVEGO® FACTORS Nacre
Don’t just give your clients a card. Give them jewelry. With
their singular mother-of-pearl look, these exclusive cards
exude a premium flair without equal. Our production process
creates random nacre patterns, ensuring that no two cards
ever look the same. And what could be more luxurious than
owning a beautiful card that’s one of a kind?

A PEARL IN
YOUR WALLET

CONVEGO® FACTORS Natural
Prove that you have understood the challenges of the new
century by providing your clients with eco-friendly cards
made from organically based raw materials. With a carbon
footprint substantially smaller than that of ordinary cards,
these will demonstrate your environmental responsibility to
an increasingly green-thinking audience.

E N V I R O N M E N TA L
AWARENESS

CONVEGO® FACTORS Shape
Think outside the box. These specially shaped cards come
in a wide variety of possible shapes and configurations
approved by major payment schemes. Whether you want
to emphasize your logo, a key visual, or simply the fact
that you’re different from all the others: a whole world of
previously unseen shapes awaits you.

FORM YOUR
VISION

CONVEGO® FACTORS Scent
A truly sensual pleasure, these cards will dazzle the senses
of your clients. Enriched with microcapsules carrying any
fragrance of your choice or creation, they will take your brand
image further than images or words ever could. Instead
of just being noticed, your brand will come to be associated
with a positive sensual experience.

A ROSE BY ANY
OTHER NAME

CONVEGO® FACTORS Tactile
Your clients touch their cards every day. Isn’t it time to touch
your clients with your cards? We can add subtle tactile
sensations to your cards by applying special finishes and textures to their surfaces. This effect can be used across the
entire card background or specifically to bring your logos and
designs to life.

A TOUCH
OF STYLE

OUR EXPERTISE IN CARDS IS YOUR BOND
WITH DISCERNING CUSTOMERS
Cards have come to be considered as more than just a
medium of exchange. To modern consumers, they are lifestyle accessories and gadgets for multiple applications –
their gateway into the colorful world of international trade
and commerce. G+D Mobile Security will gladly help you
create new cards that represent and embody this modern
global lifestyle.

In addition to providing innovative card bodies, we also
offer customized signature panels, hot stamp elements and
a wide range of other solutions. Whether you desire
personalization, print on demand, instant issuance, or mobile
services – G+D Mobile Security will build you a bridge
between the physical and virtual worlds that will let you deliver
exceptional, memorable experiences to your customers.

